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They have been adopted so easily in so many markets because they are a

fast, cost effective and safe alternative to traditional methods of working.

And they have proven themselves to be effortlessly adaptable to any

natural or built environment.

 

Which is why drones are fast becoming an integral element of

the often complex, costly and risky world of engineering. Drone

technology can assist in everything from crane inspections to internal

examination of tanks and flues. And Iprosurv has been at the forefront of

exploring and exploiting these applications on behalf of our clients.

 

Let us show you how we do it …

In the last five years, drones have been making their presence felt across

the economic landscape from agriculture and architecture to engineering

and insurance.



Unmanned aerial vehicles, or drones, are a fast, cost-effective way to inspect

and survey hard to access structures, land, pipelines and infrastructure both

on and offshore. 

The potential applications of this technology to engineering are endless but

to give you a taste of that potential, here are just some of the ways drones are

assisting engineering firms today:

• Legally mandated, periodic thorough examinations

• Internal examination of tanks and digesters

• Examination of crane structures

• Internal examination of boiler flues

• Building roof inspections

• Cold store insulation integrity

• Photo voltaic cell array integrity 

But we believe this is just the start. By collaborating with businesses like yours,

regulators and trade bodies, we are constantly exploring new applications for

drone technology, applications that will increase safety and decrease costs

throughout the engineering sector.

Where humans can’t go, drones do. 

Where the risk to safety and life is

too high, drones step up. 

And where the costs are prohibitive,

drones cut through the waste.



While we, like many, enjoy flying drones for fun, first and foremost, they are

serious, high-tech industrial tools. As such they have some impressive

engineering built into them, utilising some of the most up to date

software and carrying high tech cameras and equipment to help them do

their job. Which is one of the reasons they are so well suited to supporting

the world of engineering.

 

There are a huge range of uses for drones in engineering including defect

detection, degradation tracking, damage investigation, repair-progress

monitoring, evidence collection and loss prevention. 

 

 

And we are constantly investing in our tech to make sure that our clients

are getting the best results possible as we continue to push the 

 boundaries of what is possible. For example, our pilots fly the Elios 2

internal drone which is equipped with both RGB and thermal cameras

which allows us to create 3D internal models of the surveyed structure.



The Elios 2

features the most powerful and intelligent lighting system ever built for a

commercial drone. Carrying 10,000 lumens of light, adjustable to your

needs, it provides the right amount of lighting whether you need to see

the tiniest crack or get a view of the bigger picture. 

 

Or for more complex structures, we can use the Tritex NDT thickness

measuring drone which has the ability to measure up to 250mm

thickness.

Or the Multigauge 6000 Drone Gauge which uses Multiple Echo

technology which has the ability to measure the metal substrate of a

surface while ignoring coatings of up to 6mm thick.

All of the probes we use have Intelligent Probe Recognition (IPR), which

automatically adjusts settings in the gauge at the same time as

transmitting recognition data resulting in a perfectly matched probe and

gauge for enhanced performance.

We could go on, but we don’t want to bore you with the details. What we

do want to do is bring you into the world of drones and show you just how

much difference they can make to your business, like so many of your

peers have already done.



Founded in 2014, Iprosurv provides commercial drone services to a range

of sectors across the UK via our fully licensed and insured network of over

100 pilots. 

We understand that for many clients, this may be their first commercial

encounter with a drone which is why we will always work with you from

the outset to ensure we marry your requirements with the right drone

software, pilot and data delivery through our bespoke in-house system.

Along with our pilots, our propriety software and portal are the key reasons

we stand out from the crowd. While the performance of the drone is

paramount at the front end, the compliant transmission, storing and

dissemination of the data collected is of equal importance.

So, we built our portal with your needs in mind. Hosted on UK-based

servers, our end-to-end, bespoke system allows you to track, monitor and

review cases you have commissioned in a fully secure, GDPR-compliant

environment. 

And our portal’s Stakeholder Share facility allows you to share huge

amounts of data with any stakeholders you choose, instantaneously. 

Not only does Iprosurv’s bespoke portal allow our clients to quickly, easily

and securely share information – for quick decision-making and faster

responses – it also ensures you receive the best customer service possible.

We are confident that drones can make a huge a difference to your

business. Why? Because we have been using drones to make that

difference for companies just like yours up and down the country for the

best part of a decade now.

And we want you to be our next partner in this drone revolution so

contact one of our advisors today to see what it’s all about.



Iprosurv invest in the latest drone technology and

software to ensure our clients receive the right

required outcome. Our drone platform capability

includes the  Elios 2 internal drone which is

equipped with both RGB and Thermal camera

and ability to build 3d internal models of for more

complex structures the Tritex NDT thickness

measuring drone has the ability to measure up to

250mm thickness along with  the ability to ignore

painted surfaces. 

Iprosurv assist our clients throughout the whole

operation from understanding your wants and

needs to delivering the best inspection outputs.

We understand for some clients this may be the

first encounter of drone capability in exploring

them as part of their operations. Iprosurv will assist

from the outset in applying the right drone

software and pilot combination to data delivery

through our bespoke in house system and

regulatory compliance.



Iprosurv’s custom-made portal has been built with

our clients’ needs in mind – from initial quote to

media delivery. Hosted on UK-based servers, our

end-to-end, bespoke system allows you to track,

monitor and review cases you have commissioned

in a fully secure, GDPR-compliant environment.

From Quotations through the online dashboard to

seamlessly converting instructions into inspection.

We appreciate big data creates its own issues and

becomes time consuming with data downloads

and complicated file transfers. Our portal’s

Stakeholder Share facility allows you to share huge

amounts of data with insurers, loss adjusters,

surveyors, structural engineers and multiple other

stakeholders of your choice, instantaneously. Your

share lists can be further customised with your

company’s logos and branding.

Not only does Iprosurv’s bespoke portal allow our

clients to quickly, easily and securely share

information – for quick decision-making and faster

claims processing – but it also ensures that you

receive the best customer service possible.



The Multigauge 6000 Drone Gauge

uses Multiple Echo technology to

ignore coatings up to 6 mm
thick, just the metal substrate is
measured. Measurements are

transmitted wirelessly in 
real time to a PC or 
laptop up to 500 

metres away. 

All probes have Intelligent Probe
Recognition (IPR), which

automatically adjusts settings in
the gauge at the same time as
transmitting recognition data - the 

             result is a perfectly matched 

                        probe and gauge for  

                         enhanced performance. 

Additionally, the 

Automatic Measurement

Verification System 

(AMVS) ensures only true
measurements are displayed, 
even on the most heavily
corroded metals. 

DRONE
TECHNOLOGY



DESIGNED

FOR INDOOR

INTUITIVE

TO FLY

BUILT FOR

YOUR SUCCESS

Collision-resilient

Shockproof payload

Confined space accessibility

Robust wireless transmission

GPS-free stabilization

Distance lock

Full HD live streaming

Easy maintenance

Training included

Dedicated support team

The Elios 2 features the most powerful and
intelligent lighting system ever built on a
commercial drone. Carrying 10’000 lumens of

light, adjustable to your needs, Elios 2 provides
the right amount of lighting whether you
need to see the big picture or the tiniest
crack.

To reveal textures and identify defects, inspectors
use a lighting technique that creates
shadows in asperities.

Dustproof lighting

allows

you to traverse dirty

places without

losing sight of your

objective.

4k Camera

Thermal camera

Oblique lighting

Obstruction-free



+ Dynamic brand and brand confidence
+ Bespoke software solutions, 3D modeling, Agriculture, AI inspection 
   software and lots more.
+ Grow your business nationally supported by fellow drone operators 
   pilots in the supply chain.
+ Marketing team to help your own marketing to clients
+ Business Infrastructure including compliance support
+ Iprosurv microsite and managed social media channels
+ Iprosurv’s proprietary case management and flight planning software
+ Media share facility no more cloud sharing, or data sticks Iprosurvs 
   bespoke GDPR compliant system



F: facebook.com/Iprosurv/

I : instagram.com/iprosurv/

T: twitter.com/iprosurv/

L: linkedin.com/company/iprosurv
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South Yorkshire

S60 WG

T: 0114 4055 007

E: info@iprosurv.com

W: www.iprosurv.com
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